Foreword
The Department of Agriculture and Food, Western Australia (DAFWA) is an
economic development agency underpinned by science, innovation and commercial
awareness. It forms part of the state government’s efforts to develop the economy in
ways that offer long-term benefits to all Western Australians.
DAFWA is partnering with industry and agrifood businesses to drive profitability and
productivity, enabling the sector to double in value between 2013 and 2025.
This document is a snapshot of some of DAFWA’s many achievements from 2010 to
2016 – from research and development (R&D) breakthroughs such as developing
the world’s first sheep worm vaccine, to delivering our highly impactful strategic farm
planning workshops to more than 1100 WA agrifood businesses.
The achievements described here cover our six key focus areas:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Market development, investment and market access
Productivity improvement and innovation
Business development and promotion
Productive natural resources
Biosecurity and product integrity
A business environment for growth.

These could not have been achieved without our close partnerships with industry,
agrifood businesses, R&D institutions, the community and government.
We look forward to continuing to work closely with our partners to grow and protect
WA’s vibrant agrifood sector.

Mark Webb
A/Director General
January 2017
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1. Market development, investment and market access
DAFWA’s facilitation has enabled businesses to succeed in their target markets
through stronger relationships and knowledge.

1.1

Northern Beef Futures project



DAFWA’s $15m Northern Beef Futures project is working to achieve greater
market diversity, build value and enable WA industry to capitalise on the growing
demand for beef and live cattle in China and South-East Asia.



Key achievements include:
o supporting up to 54 pastoral enterprises in the Kimberley and Pilbara to
improve their businesses under the guidance of professional business
consultants as part of the $1.3m Business Improvement Grants program
o instigating a memorandum of understanding with two Chinese companies
to formalise the commitment to live cattle export industry cooperation.
Opportunities have also been scoped for exporting beef in Hainan,
Heilongjiang and Guangdong provinces
o establishing trial sites to determine if mosaic agriculture can have a
catalytic role in transforming the pastoral beef sector
o completing studies on alternative business models for value creation in the
WA beef sector, including new and innovative supply chains for WA cattle
and boxed beef in Thailand, and supply chain mapping and modelling of
value chains to China.
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1.2

Asian Market Success project



DAFWA’s $6m Asian Market Success project has awarded its first round of
grants of up to $200 000 to eight businesses to better equip Western Australian
agrifood exporting businesses to capture export market opportunities in Asia and
attract investment.



The project has recently released:
o the Target Market Opportunities report that identifies 20 export
opportunities into eight key Asian markets where WA has a strong
competitive advantage
o the Investment Ready report designed to assist WA businesses to target
and attract the right investment to their opportunities.

1.3 Buy West Eat Best


DAFWA’s Buy West Eat Best food labelling program has steadily transformed a
niche market for local produce into a significant commercial force for the food
sector.



The program has been enthusiastically adopted by producers, processors,
wholesalers, retailers and restaurants and has increased the brand value of
locally farmed, fished and processed products. More than 65% of consumers now
recognise the Buy West East Best brand and of those more than 95% choose to
purchase the local product.
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In addition to Buy West Eat Best, DAFWA established an annual Signature Dish
cooking competition (2014 and 2015) which reached more than one million social
media users.



In 2016, Buy West Eat Best partnered with Celebrate WA to run the high profile
Best Burger in the West competition.



All these events continue to build on the value proposition of high quality and
diverse fresh produce in WA.

1.4 Invest West Agribusiness Alliance


DAFWA established the InvestWest Agribusiness Alliance in 2013.



The alliance is a network of more than 215 companies, peak industry
organisations, government agencies and higher learning institutions that are
fostering relationships to coordinate agrifood investment in WA.

1.5 Carrots and apples market access


DAFWA developed pest disinfestation technology and protocols that allowed WA
to resume export of apples and carrots to Taiwan, which had been closed since
2009 because of Eucalyptus weevil.



DAFWA successfully facilitated a two-year agreement in 2011 under which two
WA companies supplied carrots to Singapore’s largest supermarket group – the
first agreement of its kind in Australia.
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1.6 Australian Export Grains Innovation Centre


With the national Grains Research and Development Corporation (GRDC),
DAFWA established the Australian Export Grains Innovation Centre (AEGIC),
which has become a vibrant hub of science, economic analysis and innovation,
focusing on increasing Australia’s competitiveness in international grain markets.



AEGIC is a key component of the National Grains Research, Development and
Extension Strategy that aims to encourage capacity building, improve state
linkages and avoid duplication of research and infrastructure nationally.

1.7 Wheat marketing


DAFWA worked with the Japanese and South Korean governments to resolve
pricing and quality issues arising from the 2010 drought, in order to preserve
these valuable markets.



In 2010, DAFWA’s work with Saudi Arabian authorities led to the first export of
Australian wheat to the kingdom in more than 20 years. The new protocol
broadened Saudi Arabia’s tender specifications to include lower protein wheats
and established a minimum – rather than nil – tolerance for ergot.



In 2011, DAFWA worked with industry to host an international noodle wheat
technical workshop with expert Japanese delegates to ensure WA wheat
producers met the requirements of Japan’s lucrative noodle market.
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2. Productivity improvement and innovation
DAFWA has delivered the production systems, tools and knowledge businesses
need to be internationally competitive.

2.1. eConnected Grainbelt project


Under its $10m eConnected Grainbelt project, DAFWA is creating a data
exchange system for producers and consultants enabling real-time, agronomic
and business decisions. Key achievements include:
o establishing 11 e-demonstration sites across the Grainbelt in conjunction
with grower groups
o developing crop management decision apps that apply immediate rainfall
and weather data from the new Doppler radars and weather stations
o releasing a new soil water tool to help grain producers optimise crop yields
and profitability. The tool captures information from DAFWA’s weather
stations, providing local information on plant-available soil moisture.

2.2. Agricultural Sciences R&D project


DAFWA’s $22.1m Agricultural Sciences R&D Fund project aims to improve
productivity through targeted, industry-driven research and improve access to
premium Asian markets. Achievements to date include:
o awarding the first round of 20 grower group R&D grants totalling $6.7m,
focused on supply chain and export market development as well as onfarm productivity. This is part of an overall program that will award $17.2m
in grants to grower groups in two separate two-year rounds
o releasing the Pathways to Competitiveness report, which identifies
opportunities, constraints and drivers for growth and investment of WA
agrifood businesses.

2.3. Boosting Grains R&D project





DAFWA’s $20m Boosting Grains R&D project is enabling grain producers to
boost productivity through regionally applied science and technology.
New regional R&D infrastructure is being constructed and scientists employed to
tackle industry-defined priorities, including:
o reducing the impact of frost
o growing grain more profitably in low rainfall regions.
Under this project, DAFWA is also supporting the establishment of a
commercially relevant grains scientific entity, modernising how WA invests in
grains research, development and innovation.

2.4. Building regional grains R&D capacity


A joint investment between DAFWA and GRDC has resulted in nine new
development officers appointed over the past six months to regional locations to
boost the capacity of regionally based agronomists in crop pathology and crop
production.
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2.5. Western Barley Genetics Alliance


DAFWA has developed an alliance in partnership with Murdoch University to
collaborate and co-invest in areas of barley genetics research.



The alliance was established in 2015 with the aim of developing and nurturing
long-term science capability in WA, making a substantial contribution to the
barley industry and contributing to national leadership in barley genetic
improvement for the benefit of the Australian grains industry.

2.6. Crop genetics


DAFWA partnered with Murdoch University to map the barley genome to identify
the genes that control barley quality traits.



The mapping has created a better understanding of traits responsible for seed
dormancy and pre-harvest sprouting as well as those necessary to increase malt
extract – a fundamental driver in the profitability of the malting and brewing
industry.



DAFWA and interstate partners have identified disease resistance genes in
wheat, barley and pulse crops to protect against devastating diseases. Wheat
varieties with improved resistance to the costly fungal disease yellow spot could
be available within the decade as DAFWA has provided markers and lines with
pyramided genes to major breeding companies in Australia over the past five
years.
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2.7. Crop testing facilities


DAFWA has established two, highly sophisticated field-testing facilities for
genetically modified traits in Merredin and Katanning under its New Genes for
New Environments initiative.



The Merredin site was the first multi-user, purpose-built facility for genetically
modified (GM) crop trials in Australia.



Merredin also hosts a managed environment facility that enables researchers to
identify crop traits better suited to water-limited environments and climate
variability. This site, built in partnership with GRDC, forms part of a national
network of three such facilities.

2.8. Oat, barley and lupin varieties


DAFWA has developed or contributed to the release of three varieties of oats
(Bannister, Williams and Durack); three of lupins (Barlock, Coromup and Jurien)
and; one of barley (LitmusTM). The new varieties provide improved yields, disease
resistance and/or abiotic stress (acidity) tolerance.

2.9. Crop production management


DAFWA has been involved with the development of variety management
packages for all major grain crops in WA – wheat, barley, canola, oats, lupins and
field peas.



DAFWA’s development of effective disease, pest and weed management
strategies have resulted in higher grain yields and lower costs to growers.



The regional and seasonal prediction models for specific crop diseases (including
blackleg of canola) developed by DAFWA and the capture of the seasonal
population dynamics of pests by DAFWA via PestFax Reporter has resulted in
the coordinated rapid on-farm management of pests.



DAFWA’s R&D on amelioration and management of soil constraints has resulted
in the use of agricultural lime to address soil acidity increasing by more than
seven times over the past 13 years to 1.5 million tonnes per year (Lime WA
figures only). It has also resulted in rapid adoption of inclusion plates to help
incorporate topsoil, lime and organic matter to depth over the past two years,
improving crop productivity and profitability.

2.10. Grains Industry Association of Western Australia


In 2008, DAFWA supported the creation of the Grains Industry Association of WA
(GIWA) to represent the interests of all those in the grain supply chain. GIWA's
purpose is to grow the value and profitability of the WA grain industry.
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2.11. Sheep worm vaccine


DAFWA developed the world’s first sheep worm vaccine in collaboration with
Moredun Research Institute (UK), reducing limitations on sheep production.



The Barbervax vaccine defends against the barber’s pole worm, a major parasite
of sheep, has the potential to overcome the resistance to current drenches.



DAFWA and Moredun have commercialised the vaccine, with production
generating an important royalties stream for government.

2.12. North East Agricultural Region strategy


After dry seasons in 2006 and 2007, DAFWA and industry developed the North
East Agricultural Region strategy to increase drought preparedness and
resilience of farm businesses in the region. DAFWA delivered projects that aimed
to achieve sustainable and profitable land management practices in an
increasingly uncertain and changing business and climatic environment. Industry
(particularly producers) benefitted greatly through improved decision making for
their business and land management practices.



The project won a Premier’s Award in 2010 in the managing the environment
category.

2.13. Pasture cultivars



Under a national five-year joint venture between DAFWA and a private pasture
seed company called Seed Force, six new subterranean clover cultivars have
been developed.
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Two cultivars are suited to the Wheatbelt; two are aimed at high rainfall regions;
and two are aimed at eastern Australian soils, all increasing productivity.



Seed from two cultivars will be available to producers in 2017, while seed of the
other cultivars will be available over the following two years.

2.14. Smoke impact on wine grapes


DAFWA has undertaken a world-first scientific study proving that smoke affects
the taste of wine and wine grapes. Working with its partners, it has now
developed a web-based tool that helps wine producers and forest managers
prepare for and mitigate the impact of smoke from prescribed burns and
bushfires.

2.15. Water use efficiency


DAFWA’s work on soil moisture monitoring and irrigation scheduling is enabling
horticulturists to match plant demand and soil type, resulting in more efficient and
effective water use.



This has resulted in a number of producers in Carnarvon significantly improving
yields without increasing their water use. There has been 30-50% improvement in
productivity due to improved irrigation management.

2.16. Drip irrigation for tomatoes


DAFWA research on drip irrigation has meant that Swan Coastal Plain tomato
producers are now making significant savings on water use.



DAFWA’s two-year project in this area demonstrated that producers can reduce
water usage by 40% without sacrificing yield.



More efficient drip irrigation is expected to save an average tomato producer
about 50 megalitres each season, saving around $20 000 in pumping and
fertiliser costs.

2.17. BravoTM Apple


DAFWA recently released the new Bravo™ apple, providing the WA apple
industry with a further opportunity to develop premium domestic and export
markets.



The variety is the culmination of two decades of R&D by DAFWA supported by
Horticulture Innovation Australia.



The apple is now being grown in the Perth hills, Manjimup, Donnybrook and
eastern Australia. The intellectual property rights and the Bravo trademark have
been secured in Australia and are being investigated in other major territories.
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2.18. Doppler radars and automatic weather station network


The government has committed $23m
through DAFWA to establish three highresolution Doppler radars that will
enable producers throughout the
Wheatbelt to make more informed
decisions about farm inputs and
harvesting.



The chosen locations – Newdegate,
South Doodlakine and Watheroo –
maximise coverage of the Wheatbelt.
The Newdegate radar is already
operational.



Data from the radars will also help in
managing wildfires and other natural
disasters by ensuring resources are
mobilised to the right area, thus
improving public safety and livelihoods
in rural Australia.



The radars will complement the existing
170 automatic weather stations that
DAFWA has invested in.

2.19. Mobile apps for on-farm decision making and biosecurity


DAFWA has released a wide range of high-impact mobile technology apps to
support producers’ on-farm decision making and the state’s biosecurity defences.
These include:

Irrigate WA

Assists with the implementation of correct irrigation
scheduling for a variety of crops, regions and soil types.

MyCrop apps:

A suite of interactive crop agronomy tools, each being a
one-stop shop for barley, canola, oats, pulse (lupin and
field pea) or wheat agronomy needs.

 Barley
 Canola
 Oats
 Pulse
 Wheat
MyPestGuide Crops

Allows producers to use their smartphone and tablet
devices to identify pests in their grain crop.

MyPestGuide Diseases

A field guide and disease identification app.

MyPestGuide Grapes

Allows growers, their families and the general community
to use their smartphone and tablet devices to identify
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pests and diseases in their grapevines.
MyPestGuide Reporter

A communication tool for everyone to report pests.

MyWeedWatcher

Allows smartphone and tablet device users to identify,
survey and report weeds and view results online.

PestFax (Western
Australia)

Allows for quick reports from crop and pasture paddocks
of pests, diseases, weeds and other damage anywhere in
the Wheatbelt.

Weather stations

Allows users to tap into DAFWA's network of automatic
weather stations throughout the state to provide timely,
relevant and local weather data to assist their operations.
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3. Business development and promotion
DAFWA has supported businesses to establish the commercial models, skills and
knowledge needed to attract investment, compete in global markets and be
financially resilient.

3.1.


Sheep Industry Business Innovation project

The $10m Sheep Industry Business Innovation project is growing the sheep
industry and cultivating new markets for sheepmeat and live exports in Asia and
the Middle East. Key achievements to date include:
o assisting a WA meat processor to develop a value chain to China. In
particular, DAFWA assisted the company to obtain Australia’s first licence
for exporting chilled beef and sheep to China; a large, growing market with
potential for sale of high-value beef and sheep products
o DAFWA working with the company and its in-market partner in China to
establish processing facilities in China. This will process up to an
additional 500 000 lambs from WA
o identifying alternative investment models for the WA sheep industry to
achieve growth in the value of the industry
o increased participation by the Noongar Land Enterprise Group in sheep
production. The project has supported the development of a business plan
and associated training to incorporate sheep as part of a mixed farming
enterprise for several Noongar managed properties in the South West.

3.2.



Food Industry Innovation project

DAFWA’s recently commenced $4.5m Food Industry Innovation project aims to
enhance the viability and growth of participating regional food businesses. It is
assisting them to work together to identify market opportunities, innovate,
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develop new approaches to accreditation and promote and apply leading-edge
technologies to underpin competitive growth.


The project comprises two strategic activities – the development of:
o a premium food centre based in Manjimup that opened in October 2016,
focusing on premium and organic food production
o a specialised food centre located in Albany to identify and support
opportunities for value adding of produce and cost sharing in the Great
Southern and Wheatbelt regions.

3.3.

Indigenous Landholder Service



DAFWA’s Indigenous Landholder Service has supported Indigenous landholders
to achieve greater economic, environmental and social benefits for their
communities. The service offered specialist technical expertise; training and skills
development; governance issues support and mentoring; and access to relevant
information.



During 2015, the service not only ensured all Indigenous pastoral leases were
renewed but helped to secure sub-lease arrangements between Indigenousowned cattle stations and major pastoral companies and investors. The approach
contributed to long-term sustainable beef production.



The service has been succeeded by the Aboriginal Business Development
project.

3.4.

Horticultural guide for the Peel-Harvey region



DAFWA produced a brochure for new investors to guide sustainable horticultural
development of the Peel–Harvey region.



The guide for investors and growers provides advice around soils and nutrient
management, vegetable production practices and land-use planning tailored
specifically to this area of the coastal plain.

3.5.

Drought preparedness



DAFWA’s policy research and piloting of drought reform measures were
instrumental in changing how the Australian and state governments respond to
drought nationally. The national response has moved from crisis management
and making exceptional circumstances declarations, to providing primary
producers ongoing access to five measures that will enable them to better
prepare for drought and other significant business challenges they may
experience.



DAFWA’s 2010 pilot of these measures won the overall 2012 Economic
Development Australia Award. Further evidence of the success of the pilot was
the signing by the Australian Government and all states and territories to the
2013 Intergovernmental Agreement. The agreement provides these five
measures to all primary producers Australia wide.



In addition, DAFWA has mounted several Dry Season Responses, leading
government’s response to help growers to minimise the impact of protracted dry
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conditions and access the services they need. DAFWA has provided support at
local government, grower group and individual grower levels.

3.6.


Farm assistance package 2013

In 2013, DAFWA administered a $7.8m state government farm assistance
package aimed at helping struggling farm businesses and rural communities
impacted by dry seasons across WA. By the end of the financial year:
o 239 farm businesses had received $25 000 in financial support payments
o 16 shires had received more than $180 000 for community support grants
o a number of social support organisations had been funded to provide
support to farm families managing debt.

3.7.


Concessional loan schemes (Commonwealth and state)

DAFWA has supported agribusinesses through influencing and administering
state and federal concessional loan schemes. These have included:
o
o
o
o

3.8.


Farm Finance Concessional Loan Schemes
Drought Concessional Loan Schemes
the Cooperative Loans Scheme
the Farm Debt Mediation Scheme.

Rural Financial Counselling Service of WA

DAFWA partly funds the Rural Financial Counselling Service of WA and
increases its contributions during significant events. The service provides
financial information, options and decision support. Referral services are free to
producers, fishing enterprises, forestry producers, harvesters and small, related
businesses who are suffering financial hardship.

3.9.

Farm planning workshops



DAFWA has established a suite of free farm planning workshops for WA farm
businesses that aim to strengthen the farm business, sustain the farm family unit
and support the growth of resilient rural communities.



Workshops include the highly successful Plan, Prepare and Prosper five-day
training program and one-day refresher, as well as the one-day Planning for
Profit workshop.
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Strategic business planning workshops have also been delivered for Indigenous
corporations and other culturally and linguistically diverse businesses.



More than 1100 businesses have participated and provided extremely positive
feedback on the benefits.
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4. Productive natural resources
DAFWA has ensured WA retains the productive capacity of its natural resources to
achieve sustainable economic development.

4.1.

Report card on sustainable natural resource use in agriculture



In 2013, DAFWA produced the report card on sustainable natural resource use in
agriculture. It displays the status and trends in the agricultural areas of the southwest of Western Australia.



The report card is a unique resource which brought together scientific information
in one transparent and concise document. It is helping inform research,
development and extension activities for industry and state and national
governments into the future.

4.2.

Kimberley irrigation developments



DAFWA has undertaken extensive soil and water investigations across Cockatoo
and Pago soils near the Ord River irrigation area in Kununurra and identified
approximately 6500ha of Cockatoo Sands and 2400ha of Pago Soils as being
suitable for fodder or perennial crops.



DAFWA’s recently completed La Grange irrigated agriculture project identified
and mapped 60 000ha of land as suitable for irrigation. DAFWA closely involved
traditional owners and pastoralists in the project – located 180km south of
Broome – and has developed a shared vision for the future of agriculture at La
Grange.
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The La Grange project also developed an interactive online map for pastoralists,
horticulturalists, miners and developers to identify potential water sources in the
area.



This has set the foundation for long-term sustainable agricultural development in
the La Grange area, particularly business generation and employment
opportunities for northern communities, while preserving the natural resource and
its cultural significance.

4.3.

Pilbara Hinterland Agricultural Development Initiative



Through its $12.5m Pilbara Hinterland Agricultural Development Initiative
(PHADI), DAFWA is assessing the potential for irrigated agriculture in the Pilbara
using surplus mine dewater and other in-situ water resources and has delivered
high-impact research outcomes to assist future development decisions.



DAFWA recently conducted the first summer and winter crop trial program at the
Woodie Woodie pilot site, 190km east of Marble Bar. The trial used surplus mine
dewater that revealed productive crop species could be grown in the area.



DAFWA is delivering the project in partnership with the Pilbara Development
Commission and the Department of Regional Development and working closely
with the mining industry, Aboriginal groups and the pastoral industry.

4.4.


Gascoyne Food Bowl initiative

DAFWA’s $25m Gascoyne Food Bowl initiative is delivering three core outcomes:
sourcing and delivery of an additional 4GL of water; electrification of the existing
northern borefield and new borefield; and identification, development and release
of up to 400ha of additional land for horticulture.
o Exploration drilling was completed in August 2015 in the Gascoyne River
upstream of Carnarvon with half of the target wells tested recording the
minimum requirement for conversion to production wells.
o Installation is progressing on a 24km primary collector main as well as
connection of the Phase 1 Gascoyne Water Cooperative collector main to
the distribution network.
o Electrification is complete across the existing northern borefield –
replacing costly diesel power generation – and is well progressed in the
new borefield. This will significantly reduce pumping costs and create a
more reliable power system for all producers and the community as a
whole.

4.5.

Whole farm nutrient mapping



DAFWA’s whole farm nutrient mapping project has helped land managers
optimise their nutrient use and reduce movement of nutrients off-farm, which can
lead to contamination of waterways.



The project was awarded the Fertcare Champion of the Decade award at the
Fertiliser 2015 national conference.
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4.6.

WA Rangeland Monitoring System



In what is thought to be the first system of its kind in Australia, DAFWA has
developed a sophisticated biophysical monitoring system, the WA Rangeland
Monitoring System, for the WA rangelands that shows changes to the landscape.



The system allows objective assessments of the pressure the land is under to
help pastoralists better manage the rangelands.

4.7.

Soil management



DAFWA research has resulted in farm businesses significantly increasing their
use of lime to better manage soil acidity and boost the sustainability and
profitability of agricultural land in the south-west.



DAFWA has conducted research addressing non-wetting soils and herbicide
resistant weeds. Technology and systems using mould board ploughs, soil
invertors and clay incorporation have improved the long-term productivity of
paddocks more than three-fold.
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5. Biosecurity and product integrity
As the leader in biosecurity for the state, DAFWA has ensured that markets,
investors and communities have confidence in the value and integrity of our agrifood
products and industries and that Western Australia’s unique biosecurity and
biodiversity status is protected. This section includes our emergency response
activities.

5.1. Border biosecurity, quarantine and inspections




DAFWA has worked closely with industry and community to maintain a strong
biosecurity defence for WA and maintain market access. For example, in
2015/16:
o 51 832kg of quarantine risk material (including 3613kg of honey) was
intercepted and there were significant pests were intercepted 75 times.
These included coffee bean weevil, geometrid moth, helleborus aphid,
eggfruit caterpillar, flat grain beetle, mango seed weevil, oriental fruit moth,
aphid and citrophilus mealybug
o 180 683 lines of produce and seed and 17 754 livestock were inspected
and certified.
The positive impact of WA’s biosecurity system led by DAFWA on 100 pests and
diseases of concern to the agriculture and food industries has been modelled at
$1b per annum. This positive return creates a return on investment of 33:1 for
funds invested for biosecurity in the agency by government.
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5.2. Boosting Biosecurity Defences project


The $20m Boosting Biosecurity Defences project is improving the management
of biosecurity risks in WA by enhancing surveillance, improving emergency
response and recovery systems and supporting industry and communities to
address biosecurity threats.



Key achievements:
o WA Biosecurity Strategy 2016–25: DAFWA led the development of this
statewide strategy to protect and enhance WA’s reputation as a worldclass producer of clean, safe and premium products, as well as protection
of our valued environmental assets.
o Exercise APOLLO: In 2016, DAFWA hosted the biggest emergency
response exercise in more than a decade, involving DAFWA, industry,
emergency services and all levels of government. The three-day exercise
tested WA’s ability to respond to a biosecurity emergency of national
significance. Excellent results and learnings were obtained from this
exercise.

o Wild Dog Action Plan: DAFWA developed and is now implementing the
WA Wild Dog Action Plan 2016–21 with industry. The plan outlines the
transition for full industry responsibility of wild dog control under
Recognised Biosecurity Groups across the state.
o R&D funding: DAFWA has established a collaborative R&D program to
allocate $3.2m to 11 research providers in universities, government and
communities to develop innovative solutions to biosecurity management
problems.
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o Piloting Medfly eradication in Carnarvon: DAFWA is leading this highly
innovative project releasing sterile male flies, with an innovative dispersal
machine and a fit-for-purpose emergence facility at Carnarvon. These
innovations are critical to being able to ‘emerge’ sterile flies to outcompete
wild populations, to eradicate Medfly and achieve area wide freedom,
thereby opening up new markets for Carnarvon growers.
o Citizen science: DAFWA has built community awareness of the
importance of reporting biosecurity threats using novel campaigns such as
the state’s first Biosecurity Blitz in 2015. More than 500 community reports
were submitted during the 2015 blitz and this data is helping to validate the
state’s disease freedom claims.

5.3. Crop protection


DAFWA has developed effective fungicide, insecticide and herbicide resistance
management strategies to sustain and improve on-farm integrated pest
management.



These strategies, developed in collaboration with national research partners and
private industry, have significantly improved control options for the previously
intractable soil-borne disease Rhizoctonia bare patch in grain crops.

5.4. Potato cyst nematode area freedom


In 2010, DAFWA helped to reinstate Western Australia’s status as free of potato
cyst nematode. Reinstatement of area freedom after incursion of the nematode
had never been achieved anywhere in the world.



As a result, the state’s potato industry gained access to valuable international
markets.

5.5. Invasive Species Plan for Western Australia 2015–19


In 2015, DAFWA released the Invasive Species Plan for Western Australia 2015–
19, developed with the departments of Parks and Wildlife and Fisheries as well
as other stakeholders.



The plan is guiding how Western Australia manages existing and potential
invasive species that can harm the state’s economy, environment and people.

5.6. European wasp adopt-a-trap


DAFWA surveillance, actively supported by local council and community
engagement through the Adopt-a-Trap’ program, has enabled WA to maintain
freedom from European wasps despite several incursions over the past 33 years.
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5.7. Queensland fruit fly in Perth and Mediterranean fruit fly in
Kununurra eradication


In July 2011, WA was declared free of Queensland fruit fly (Qfly) following a
major eradication program led by DAFWA. If Qfly became established in WA, it
could cost horticulturalists $32m a year in lost production and pest control costs.



Outbreaks of Qfly in Perth and of Mediterranean fruit fly in Kununurra have also
been successfully managed, enabling the re-instatement of area freedom
statuses.

5.8. Bovine Johnes disease control in the Kimberley


In 2012, DAFWA undertook activity to resolve the suspicion of Bovine Johnes
disease (BJD) in herds in the Kimberley that had received 448 bulls from a BJDinfected herd in Queensland.



With funding from the Cattle Industry Funding scheme, two rounds of herd testing
provided confidence these properties were free from BJD. In parallel, DAFWA
worked with producers to keep markets open and minimise the impact of
restrictions, including facilitating movement of certain low-risk classes of cattle
under permit and in accordance with the national industry program.



In August 2016, the final property was released from quarantine.

5.9. Formation of Recognised Biosecurity Groups


DAFWA has encouraged the formation of Recognised Biosecurity Groups under
the Biosecurity and Agriculture Management Act 2007 as part of a communitycoordinated approach to controlling widespread and established pests, especially
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those that cross property boundaries. This has been particularly effective for
cotton bush and wild dog control.


By the end of 2016, seven groups had been recognised, with several more
seeking recognition.

5.10. State Barrier Fence improvements


DAFWA’s management of the State Barrier Fence is resulting in less impact on
livestock by wild dogs and on crops by emus and macropods (e.g. kangaroos) in
the state’s south-west. DAFWA has upgraded 820km of the 112-year-old fence
from the Shire of Yilgarn in the south to the Zuytdorp Cliffs in the north, and
closed the 170km ‘Yilgarn Gap’.

5.11. Feral camel management


DAFWA has worked with Indigenous landholders, industry and communities to
develop and implement programs to remove feral camels from identified target
areas as part of the Australian Feral Camel Management Project.



This work has been recognised with an Innovation in Education and Training for
Public Outreach Activities award.

5.12. Carnarvon flood recovery plan


Flooding in December 2010 and February 2011 affected more than 130
properties in the Carnarvon horticultural area and caused extensive damage to
land and infrastructure, including the Gascoyne Research Facility.



DAFWA played a key role in the government recovery plan to provide targeted
support and development assistance, including soil replacement for producers
working to rebuild flood damaged enterprises.

5.13. Disaster relief and recovery


DAFWA has supported agrifood businesses during natural disasters through the
WA Natural Disaster Relief and Recovery Arrangements. The arrangements
include assistance measures designed to help those within disaster affected
communities.



This has included support after the Carnarvon flood of 2010 and devastation by
Cyclone Olwyn in 2015; bushfires in Esperance, Northcliffe, Boddington and
Waroona-Yarloop; and flooding in the Mid-West and Great Southern.



For example, during the recent bushfires in the Waroona-Yarloop and Esperance
areas, DAFWA established local control centres at its Bunbury and Esperance
offices and assisted affected agribusinesses to ensure animal welfare issues
were addressed by helping them gain access to their livestock and ensuring feed,
water and vets were available. DAFWA also assessed the economic impact on
agrifood industries to aid recovery.

5.14. Protecting WA’s biosecurity by influencing import conditions


In 2016, DAFWA successfully negotiated alterations to newly created
Commonwealth conditions for international imports into Australia. The new
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conditions, Commonwealth Determinations under the Biosecurity Act 2015, did
not align to previous conditions under WA law which protected WA against Myrtle
Rust, many weeds, and bee diseases such as European foulbrood – pests and
diseases found interstate state.


DAFWA successfully secured new conditions that ensured the previously high
level of protection for WA and its industries continued. DAFWA led this response
with strong support from industry and the WA government agencies involved in
biosecurity.
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6. A business environment for growth
DAFWA has partnered across governments and industries to ensure the regulatory
and policy settings, planning frameworks and leadership needed to grow the sector
are in place.

6.1.


Regional livestock saleyards strategy

Work supported by DAFWA in partnership with the Western Australian Meat
Industry Association has led to 75% of the government’s Regional Livestock
Saleyards strategy being delivered to date, including the completion of the
Muchea Livestock Centre, sheep saleyard facilities at Katanning and an upgrade
of the Mt Barker cattle saleyards.

6.2.

Feedlot regulation streamlining



DAFWA has worked with applicants, the industry regulator and government
departments to drastically reduce the time taken to approve the construction of
cattle feedlots.



Landholders now have significantly faster approvals from two years to six weeks
and reduced application and delay costs of approximately $444 000 per
application.
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6.3.

Agricultural vehicle licence streamlining



DAFWA’s regulatory burden reduction program has achieved significant
improvements to agricultural vehicle licensing and regulation for agricultural
transporters.



This has saved time, risk and costs for up to 5000 transactions per year.

6.4.

Potato industry deregulation



In 2016, following a state government decision, DAFWA led the deregulation of
the WA ware potato industry, with the repeal of the Marketing of Potatoes Act
1946 and the Marketing of Potatoes Regulations 1987, removing market
impediments to producers.



DAFWA is currently administering a $12m industry transition package,
complemented by $2m for industry development under a co-funding arrangement
with the Potato Growers Association, to support producers and the industry to
make the transition to a deregulated market.

6.5.

Chicken Meat Industry Act 1977 review



In 2010, following a report by the Economic Regulation Authority (ERA), DAFWA
supported consultation with producers, processors, the ERA and other
stakeholders to consider the pros and cons of allowing the Chicken Meat Industry
Act 1977 (the Act) to expire. This led to a decision to allow the Act to expire.



The Act had a mechanism for setting the minimum price for chicken meat. As a
result of the Act expiring, market forces could set the price. The Act’s expiration
encouraged increased investment from the major chicken processors.

6.6.


Genetically Modified Crop Free Areas Act 2003 repeal

In 2016, DAFWA contributed to the repeal of the Genetically Modified Crops Free
Areas Act 2003, meaning WA producers will now have access to genetically
modified crops the national Gene Technology Regulator has licensed for
commercial release in Australia.

6.7.

Biosecurity and Agriculture Management Act 2007 operations



DAFWA contributed to the development of the Biosecurity and Agriculture
Management Act 2007 (the Act) and associated regulations that were enacted on
1 May 2013. DAFWA led extensive consultation with stakeholders during their
drafting.



The Act replaces 16 older Acts and 27 sets of regulations with one Act and nine
sets of regulations. It modernises the law and removes inconsistencies between
previous legislation to better serve business and the community.



The Act has enabled DAFWA to work with groups who are tackling established
declared pests that impact on public and private interests. DAFWA has helped
many of these groups be formally acknowledged as Recognised Biosecurity
Groups (RBGs) by the Minister for Agriculture and Food and raise levy rates on
properties in their area to fund declared pest control activities.
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The Act has also enabled DAFWA to help industry establish Industry Funding
Schemes. The schemes, in place for the grains/seed/hay, sheep/goats and cattle
industries, allow industry to take an active role in the management of their
biosecurity issues.
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7. Summary
The above examples are just some of DAFWA’s key achievements in growing and
protecting the agrifood sector from 2010–16.
They demonstrate the unique expertise DAFWA brings to the sector; the breadth of
our work and influence; and the significant impact this has had on business
profitability and productivity.
Our partnerships with industry, businesses, R&D institutions, the community and
government have underpinned all of these achievements.
We acknowledge and thank our partners for the passion, expertise, insights,
resources and funding they have contributed.
We look forward to continuing to work with them to ensure the agrifood sector makes
a vital contribution to the state’s economy, jobs and regional growth.

Important disclaimer
The Chief Executive Officer of the Department of Agriculture and Food and the State of
Western Australia accept no liability whatsoever by reason of negligence or otherwise arising
from the use or release of this information or any part of it.
Copyright © Western Australian Agriculture Authority, 2017
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